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Brother Joseph F. Burke
Announces Plans to Step Down
as President Effective June 30 ''"
' ' ''''
,^JS-'
B
rother Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., '68, announced on
Feb. 12 that he has notified the Board of Trustees that he
will be stepping down as president of the university
effecti\'e June 30.
1 am in my tw^elfth year as an administrator and my sixth year as presi-
dent of our university," Brother Burke said. "Although I have enjoyed my
years as president and take pride in numerous accomplishments during
some challenging times, I have decided to make this change at this time
in my life. My goal when I joined the Christian Brothers 35 years ago
^as to be a teacher. Fve now spent almost as many years administrating
as I have teaching. I look forward to doing something different next
year."
Brother Burke stressed that he was "making this change for both profes-
sional and personal reasons, and that my commitment to La Salle Univer-
sitv and the Christian Brothers remains undiminished."
In a letter to the La Salle Community', John J. Shea,
'58, chairman of the university's Board of Taistees,
expressed "my heartfelt thanks to Brother Joseph
Burke for his tireless efforts and his many signifi-
cant accomplishments" as president.
"As I look back over the past sLx years, I am
deeply impressed by the progress the university'
has made," said Shea. "During one of the most
competitive periods in the histoiy of higher
education. La Salle has reversed an enrollment
decline, increased gifts and grants and dramatically
increased endowment, expanded its graduate
programs, undertaken and completed critical
constmction and renovation projects, received
national recognition for its service to the commu-
nity, and earned glowing reports from some of the
nation's mo.st respected accrediting bodies."
Shea added that he and the other trustees, are
especially grateful that Brother Burke has an-
nounced his intention to remain part of the
La Salle University family. "As most of you know,
he is a superb teacher and respected clinical
psychologist. 'We wish Brother Burke continued
success during the remainder of his tenure as
President, and we look forward to many years of
continued contributions as he remains an integral
part of La Salle."
hi an editorial on Feb. 21, ne Philadelphia
Iiiqitirer praised La Salle's president for his "out-
standing work for both his institution and his city."
He was cited for building on the university's long
tradition of community service and for policies
that "have paid off handsomely" in increased
enrollment and endowment. Brother Burke has
"been teaching by example all along," the Inquirer
added.
Brother Burke became the 27th president of
La Salle LIniversity in 1992. During his tenure.
La Salle repeatedly achieved recognition for the
quality of its academic programs and the success
of its community service efforts. The School of
Business Administration earned accreditation from
the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business, a distinction shared by only 20 percent
of the nation's business schools. In addition,
the School of Nursing was re-accredited by the
National League for Nursing, the University was
re-accredited by the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools, and the University success-
fully completed the NCAA certification process.
The U.S. Department of Labor awarded La Salle
the prestigious Exemplary 'Voluntary Efforts (E'VE)
Award, citing the school's commitment to provid-
ing community service to the surrounding neigh-
borhood.
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La Salle established the Center for
Community Learning, becoming
one of the demonstration project
sites for President Clinton's "Learn-
and-Sei^ve America."
Brother Burke initiated a strategic
planning process that led to a
restaicturing of the administration,
including the merger of Academic
Affairs and Student Affairs under
the Provost in an effort to better
integrate the academic and social
lives of La Salle students. He also
moved the Department of Athletics
directly under the president to
highlight its importance to the
university. He led the efforts to
join the prestigious Atlantic 10
Athletic Conference, and to bring
non-scholarship Division I football
back to La Salle after an absence of
56 years.
Brother Burke, shown here
chatting ivith a couple ofLa Salle
inidergraciiiates. says that his
goal when hejoined the Christian
Brothers was to be a teacher.
Brother Burke, greeting
members ofthe Class of
1971 at a recent reunioji, is
thefirst alumnus ofLa Salle
to becomepresident of the
unirersit]'.
The university added three Master's
degree programs during Brother
Burke's tenure: Professional Com-
munication, Computer Information
Science, and Central and Eastern
European Studies. La Salle's first
doctoral program (in psychology) is
scheduled to begin accepting
students in the fall.
Major building projects during his
years as President included the
construction of a state-of-the-art
Communication Center, the renova-
tion and expansion of the Hayman
Center athletic facility, and the
construction of the Bucks County
Center in Newtown, Pa.
Brother Burke was instRimental in
obtaining a $2.5 million grant from
the U.S. Department of Housing and
LIrban Development for La Salle's
histitute for the Advancement of
Mathematics and Science Teaching,
and in obtaining a $1 million unre-
stricted gift from the
Annenberg Founda-
tion. Total gifts and
grants to La Salle
have increased
steadily since 1992,
and alumni and
parent donations
have grown to
record levels. Dur-
ing these same years,
the university's
endowment in-
creased 70 percent.
Brother Burke
became President when La Salle and
most other colleges and universities
were experiencing enrollment
declines due to demographic shifts
that continue to affect higher educa-
tion. But enrollment has grown
steadily at La Salle since 1995. This
year's freshman class is the largest in
16 years, and applications for the
1998 incoming class will set an all-
time record at the University.
Brother Burke holds the academic
rank of professor of psychology. He
originally served at La Salle as a
faculty member from 1973 to 1986,
chairing the Psychology Department
and sei'ving two terms as president
of the Faculty Senate. As a La Salle
teacher, he earned the Christian R. and
Maiy F. Lindback Foundation Award for
Distinguished Teaching. He also helped
initiate the university's Graduate Program
in Human Services Psychology.
A clinical psychologist licensed by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Brother
Burke has had considerable professional
experience counseling adults and adoles-
cents, especially college students and
juvenile delinquents. He is the author of
numerous articles and book chapters as
well as contemporary Approaches to
Psychology and Counseling: Tloe Self-
Regulation and Maturity Model, a com-
prehensive graduate-level textbook on
psychotherapy
During the 1986-87 academic year.
Brother Burke served as an American
Council of Education Fellow at the
University of Hartford. Subsequently he
was appointed dean of that university's
College of Basic Studies and special
assistant to the president of the University
of Hartford. In 1990, he returned to
La Salle as provost and vice president of
the corporation.
Brother Burke graduated from La Salle
with a bachelor's degree in English. He
holds a master's degree in educational
administration from the University of
Miami and a Ph.D. in psychology and
anthropology from The LInited States
International University. He has been a
member of the De La Salle Christian
Brothers, the lay teaching order that
conducts the university, since 1963.
The university's Board of Trustees has
appointed a search committee comprised
of board members, faculty, and students
to select Brother Burke's successor.
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The Remarkable Physics Cla» of '57
La Salle's other great team of the 1950s has
produced some of the world's top scientists
By Frank Bilovsky, '62
Two
remarkable teams came
out of La Salle College in the
mid-1950s and made a power-
ful impact on the national scene
—
one immediate, the other eventual
< )ne was the basketball squads of
195-t and 1935—national champi-
ons the first year, runner-up to Bill
Russell and the Uni\'ersit>' of San
Francisco the next. The leader was
a clean-cut young man from La Salle
High School who put the college on
the national map. Tom Gola played
four years, made somebody's All-
America team in all of them and
everybody's All-America team in most
of them.
The other was the physics class of
1957. It wasn't until years later that
people realized how good that group
W'as. Again the leaders were La Salle
High guys.
It was one heckuva ain for the
Brothers' boys.
And Robert W. Kraemer. '57, was part
of both.
You can't prove it by reading the box
scores of the 1955 NCAA Tournament.
The name Kraemer doesn't appear in
any of them.
"I was low man on the totem pole, so
to speak," Kraemer says. Which, he is
quick to add, beats not being part of
the totem pole. And if you check
Page 17 of the 1956 NCAA Official
College Basketball Record Book, you'll
find a picture of the Explorer team.
Dr. Tom Devlin, who helped
discover the top quark, teaches
a class at Rutgers University.
And in the top row, between starters
Charlie Greenberg and Frank Blatcher,
is Bob Kraemer, wearing number 6 on
his jersey and a serious, saidious
expression on his face.
It was a preview of things to come.
Over the next four decades, Kraemer
established himself as one of the
nation's top particle physicfsts. He was
head of the Physics Department at
prestigious Carnegie Mellon University
in Pittsburgh from 1989 to 1994. He has
been a full professor there since 1972.
He has taken part in nationally and
internationally renowned experiments,
going back to his graduate school days
at Johns Hopkins University where he
was part of a team of about ten scien-
tists who discovered a particle.
And on his wall in his office is a plaque
for being part of the team that finished
second in the 1955 NCAA Basketball
Tournament. "There's probably not
another physicLst around with one of
those, " Kraemer says, "and I guarantee
you there's not another particle physi-
cist who has one of those."
Not even Tom Devlin, '57, like
Kraemer a product of La Salle
High, a longtime professor
(Rutgers University), and a lifelong
particle physicist with highly
impressi\'e research credentials.
Devlin was part of a team that
made the front page of The New
York Times in 1994 when it
discovered the top quark at the
Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory outside Chicago.
He al.so knows all about playing sports
at La Salle College—and finishing
second.
A swimmer for the legendary coach Joe
Kirk, Devlin's Explorers finished
second to Penn in his first meet in the
1955 season.
It never happened again. La Salle won
the next 34 meets in which Devlin
participated on the way to a 39-meet
winning streak. And while Devlin
wasn't the low man on the totem pole
for the swim team, he didn't remind
anyone ofJoe Verdeur, La Salle's 1848
Olympic gold medal swimmer.
""We had some people ^ho won all the
time," Devlin remembers. "I was just a
team member. I scored a few points,
but the strength of the team was guys
like Joe La\'in and Terr>' McLaughlin. It
was a real pri\ilege just being on that
team."
The big difference between the swim
team, the basketball team and the
physics team? The physics team had
fewer members.
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"As I recall, there were ten or eleven
of us in the Class of '57," Kraemer
says. (Six were La Salle High grads.)
Conversely, there were 14 basketball
players in the NCAA Record Book
picture and surely some more
members of Kirk's squad.
But if the basketball team and the
swimming team earned La Salle
immediate national and regional
attention, the physics team took a
while longer to get noticed.
Brother Joseph Scheiter, F.S.C.
another member of the Physics Class of
'57 and a longtime educator in the
Philippines, recalls meeting a fellow
Christian Brother at a renewal program
near Santa Fe, N.M., in 1977.
"The Brother knew a Jesuit from Chicago
who had worked at the Fermilab,"
Brother Scheiter says. "He arranged for
me to meet the Jesuit. The priest took
me out to Fermilab for a day tour. He
knew Bob Kraemer and Tom Devlin.
And he asked me, 'how come La Salle
produced all these physicists?'"
How come indeed. How did a little
college in the Olney section of Philadel-
phia—a small cluster of buildings
housing both the high school and
college—produce over a two year period
Devlin and Kraemer and Brother Scheiter
and Mike Longo, a physics professor at
the University' of Michigan, and Bob
Deck, a physics professor at the Univer-
sity of Toledo? How did a non-Ivy
League school educate its physics class
so well over those two years that Devlin
and Longo both ended up at graduate
school at Cal-Berkeley; Deck at Notre
Dame and Kraemer at Johns Hopkins,
where a classmate was another La Salle
basketball player named Wally Fredricks,
now chairman of the Biology Depart-
ment at Marquette University?
The basketball program produced just
one Tom Gola, but the physics program
begot several outstanding scientists and
mathematicians including Jack Schiller, a
Temple University professor, Sam
Ferguson, a computer analyst in Colo-
rado Springs, and Brother Joseph F.
Schmidt, F.S.C, who is the assistant
director of Sangre de Cristo Retreat and
Study Center, near Santa Fe, N.M.
Bub Knienier. who bclpcc/
iliscover the eta particle,
relaxes in his office at Carnegie
Mellon University.
But why?
A quark of fate perhaps.
In fact, if you ask the members of
the Physics Class of '57 how their
La Salle education readied them for
their man'elous careers, they talk
about very unscientific subjects. And
maybe that well-rounded educa-
tional experience was La Salle's
greatest gift to them.
"Writing, for example," Devlin says.
"I just finished a 76-page paper for
publication in a journal. In addition
to working on the physics of it, I
worked over the English. And when
I get in a meeting and get in argu-
ments about grammar, syntax and
style, my chief authorities are not
Strunk and "White. I cite Sister Mary
Emelia from Immaculate Conception
School and Brother Clementian at
La Salle College."
"Had many of us gone somewhere
else, we would have taken engi-
neering," Kraemer says. "At La Salle,
there was no engineering, so we
took science. And that meant we
also got philosophy and we had to
write in the English courses. "We had
to study languages. I studied
German and, by God, I ended up in
Hamburg in 1979 and 1980 with my
college German. And I can tell you,
I was saved by it."
Both Devlin and Kraemer have been
saved by their command of their
native tongue as well. Between
them, they have published more
papers than Gannett and Knight
Ridder could fathom in their wildest
dreams. Kraemer's biography
includes a list of 343 published
scientific papers. Devlin's vita ILsts
183 published papers with nine
more submitted for publication and
another nine in preparation.
Devlin's list could grow by a hefty
amount fairly soon, based on his
group's latest findings at Fermilab.
He and his colleagues were on the
verge of another important discov-
eiy that may have been publicized by the
time you read this article. He said he was
not cleared to go public with it at the
time this stoiy was being prepared, and
admitted that it may not make the front
page of the Times the way the top quark
discoveiy in 1994 did.
"It will not be quite so spectacular but it
is a fairly important thing that I am
actually more deeply involved in than I
was on the top quark," he said. "In that,
there was a herd of three or four dozen
people working on every aspect of it. I
prefer to work alone."
That habit goes back to when Devlin
was a four-year-old in Jenkintown, in the
nt^irthern Philadelphia suburbs.
"I was interested in science before I
could read," he says. "I can literally
remember my first scientific experiment.
I had this little red fire engine that was
big enough to sit on. There was a jungle
gym or something like that and I took
the fire engine, grabbed it between my
legs, reached up to a bar and hauled
myself and the fire engine off the
ground. Then I concluded I could fly.
"So I set the fire engine down on the
ground and I lifted my feet off the
ground and I reached under to where I
could grab underneath the seat. I started
to haul up, to lift myself because I knew
I had the strength to do that. And it
didn't work. But as a four-year-old, I had
formulated a hypothesis, did a test, tried
the experiment and the experiment
failed. And this puzzled me until some
years later when I learned about
Newton's Law. But I always remembered
that."
Add to this the good parents who did
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BrotherJoseph Scheiter
F.S.C., Ph.D., is a teacher
and administrator at
De Salle University in
Manila. Philippines.
not discourage Devlin from his
interest in science and tlie
glamour of the subject that
evolved in the 1950s, especially
the space race (Russia shot
Sputnik in October, 1957) and
the foundation was built for
him to fall in lo^'e with a high-
prestige discipline such as
physics.
.\fter his undergraduate days at La Salle, Devlin headed to Berkeley
vi'here he e\'olved into particle physics under the tutelage of a be\T
of Nobel Prize winners.
Devlin has spent most of his teaching life at Rutgers where he is a
full professor. In addition, he has done research at CERN, the
European Center for Nuclear Research, near Geneva, Switzerland,
and has been involved with experiments at Fermilab off-and- mosth-
on for the last two decades.
Kraemer, meanwhile, has spent nearly ever>' summer in European
laboratories including CERN, taking his two teenagers and a four-
year-old with him for several years beginning in 1977, the year his
first wife died.
In 1987, Kraemer married Marguerite Bona\^entura, chief of surgery-
at Magee Hospital in Pittsburgh. He won two awards for teaching
excellence at Carnegie Mellon in 1982.
"Teaching physics at a major research university is a very nice
career," he says, "but it's difficult to make an impact. So when you
make one or two big experiments in life, it's great."
Kraemer's biggest came early—as a graduate student at Johns
Hopkins when his team discovered the eta particle.
That helped pave the way for future discoveries, including the
elusive top quark that Devlin's team found in 1994. Yet, ironically,
the two La Salle classmates never have worked together on the same
experiment.
"We cross paths once in a while," Devlin said. "Now and then we
talk on the phone."
But even with a Herculean effort, they probably would have trouble
getting together. Both are on the road a lot, Kraemer spending his
summers at CERN and Devlin considerable time at Fermilab.
They will, however, share one bond forever—the two most recog-
nized members of the Physics Class of '57, arguably the most impor-
tant group produced at La Salle in the 1950s.
Even the basketball players and the swimmers might have to admit it!
Mr. Bilovsky, a longtime sportswriter for the late Philadelphia
Bulletin, is now a business writer and columnist for the Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle. He is also co-author of the New Phillies
Encyclopedia.
Just What Is The
Top Quark?
When a team of scientists including Thomas J.
Devlin, '57, discovered evidence of the top quark
at Fermilab in Batavia, III., in 1994, it made the front
page of The New York Times, a territory reserved for
scientific news of only the highest significance.
But the fourth paragraph of the story by William J.
Broad read thusly: "The discovery in all liklihood will
never make a difference to everyday life."
So why the fuss?
"...it's a high intellectual achievement because the
Standard Model, which it appears to validate, is
central to understanding the nature of time, matter
and the universe."
In other words, pretty heady stuff that those of us who
majored in business administration, English literature,
or theology never will comprehend.
Suffice it to say that discovering the top quark was
important enough for scientists around the world to
seek it for three decades at a cost of billions of dollars.
We needed the top quark, Dr. Hans Bethe, a Nobel
laureate in physics at Cornell University, told the
Times, adding that the discovery made the whole
picture of sub-nuclear particles much more believable
and better established. It figures in all our calculations
for further processes, and none of them would be
right if it weren't there.
A quick attempt at explaining the magnitude of the
discovery, compliments of the Times:
All matter is made of atoms, but nearly a century ago,
physicists discovered that atoms, long considered the
smallest units of matter, were themselves composed
of smaller, sub-atomic particles like protons and
neutrons. But those particles later showed signs of
being made of yet smaller building blocks.
A theory pioneered by California Institute of Technol-
ogy physicist Dr. Murray Gell-Mann stated that the
sub-atomic particles were comprised of units which
he called quarks. He also theorized that there were six
different kinds of quarks, which he categorized as up
and down, charm and strange, and top and bottom.
The quark family parallels a six ^-member family of
lighter particles called leptons.
Five of the six quarks were found, but the sixth or top
remained stubbornly elusive for two decades until the
team that included Devlin discovered evidence of it at
Fermilab, in Illinois, four years ago.
Devlin's recent work at Fermilab has focused on a
class of particles called mesons. Devlin said that the
team expected to make a significant announcement
on the subject in the first quarter of this year. He said
he was not allowed to be more specific.
-Frank Bilovsky
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A Hands-On Impact for Future
Generations
The University's Institute for the Advancement of
Mathematics and Science Teaching
is Revolutionizing Teaching Methods
and Techniques Throughout the Philadelphia Area
By Robert S. Lyons, Jr., '61
Walking through the Roland
Holroyd Science Center these
days, you're likely to find
that some of La Salle's most enthusi-
astic math and science students are
education majors who never
dreamed that they would enjoy
experimenting with test tubes or
analyzing rock formations. Not only
that, but it wasn't ver\' long ago that
they actually feared studying such
subjects.
Those fears are diminishing for many
of these students who are taking
"Explorations in Math and Science I
and II, " a pair of team-taught inter-
disciplinary courses designed specifi-
cally to give future teachers some
much-needed background for later
use in their own classrooms.
It's all part of La Salle's unique
Institute for the Advancement of
Mathematics and Science Teaching
( lAMST) in the School of Arts and
Sciences, an ambitious, multi-faceted
program to improve math and
science education from kindergarten
through the collegiate level in the
Greater Philadelphia area. The
Institute, which is funded by a $2.5
million Department of Housing and
Urban Development grant, has been
gradually but dramatically changing
teaching methods and techniques
both on and off campus through a
variety of courses, workshops.
Drs. Alice L. Hoersch ai
David L. Smith, co-direc
oflAMST, pose in front
the university's new sea
ning electron microscope
research projects, and seminars for
students and teachers at all educa-
tional levels.
And nowhere is this change more
evident than in the Interdisciplinary-
Math and Science course for educa-
tion majors, according to Dr. David
Lee Smith, lAMST's co-director in
charge of academic operations, who
calls it the "most exciting and impor-
tant part of the program" because it
will have an impact on generations of
students in the future.
"One of the things that we identified
early-on in the planning of the
institute," says Dr. Smith,"was that we
needed to have some way of break-
ing the cycle of elementaiy teachers
being poorly prepared in math and
science, and going out and teaching
and producing students who were
poorly prepared in these disciplines.
Then their students who were poorly
prepared would become elementary'
teachers and so fonh. This IMS
course will hopefully have an impact
not just on single students or groups
of students in a class at La Salle, but
ultimately on all of the students who
will be taught by them down the
road."
Although the lAMST is less than three
years-old, it already has been quite
successful, according to the
program's co-director. Dr. Alice L.
Hoersch, a professor of geology who
handles its development and external
affairs.
"We really have been seeing a major
change in the wav science and math
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are being taught, not only on our
campus but also at the primary and
secondary level," says Dr. Hoersch.
"We ha\-e gone from a teaching
method of practically all lectures
—
where students have been passive
receptors of knowledge—to peda-
gogical activities emphasizing hands-
on-learning where the students
actually construct their own knowl-
edge versus being told that they
ha\'e to memorize it."
Dr. Hoersch says that research
indicates that students who have
been taught using the lecture
method retain perhaps ten percent
of their acquired knowledge after a
few years. However, much more is
retained
—
"upwards of 50 per
cent"—by students who ha\'e experi-
enced the hands-on approach.
"Faculty are also realizing that
students have different learning
styles," she explains. "This new kind
of teaching takes into account that
you should use a variety of ap-
proaches with students. For ex-
ample, one student may learn from
lectures but another student may
learn better using hands-on group
activities. So when you can employ a
number of different techniques, it
can actually reach out to more
students."
Dr. Smith has been demonstrating in
his mineralogy and petrology
courses that it is indeed possible to
teach meaningful science content
with cooperative/collaborative
techniques and not just lectures.
"Historically these courses have a
large amount of content and scien-
tific terms," he says. "A lot of factual
material traditionally comes flying at
students at a very rapid pace. I use
the readings in the course to deliver
more of the factual information and
then spend the class time exploring
the conceptual pans of the material
that are difficult for students."
The lAMST has enabled La Salle to
initiate innovative partnerships with
several School Districts in the Greater
Philadelphia area. Summer enrichment
programs, for example, have been
conducted with first through sixth-
graders at the Fort Washington and St.
Stanislaus Elementary Schools in
nearby Montgomery County for the
past few years.
"It's tremendously beneficial for
everyone, " says Dr. Hoersch. "Their
elementary teachers help La Salle's
faculty members with pedagogical
techniques and our professors help
them with content. Not only that, but
our elementaiy and secondary-
education majors get valuable hands-
on experience working with the
children at these schools." Students at
St. Stanislaus concentrated on a theme
of "water" last year and participated in
various kinds of hands-on acti\'ity
ranging from floating home-made
boats in a wading pool to visiting a
local creek to study flora, fauna, and
stream dynamics.
La Salle also sponsors En\'ironmental
Science Workshops for high .school
teachers and students under the
direction of Dr. Heniy A. Bart,
professor of geology, and Dr. David
Cichowicz, professor of chemistiy/
biochemistiy. The two-week programs
for teachers include visits to landfills,
recycling plants, coal mines, nuclear
power and hydroelectric power
plants, followed by a land-use plan-
ning project. Such experiences help
teachers develop similar exercises for
their own students. The student
workshops, wliich attract upwards of
200 participants annually from as far
as northern New Jersey and Allentown,
Pa., combine hands-on activities with
talks by .scientists from the Philadelphia
Zoo and Academy of Natural Sciences.
The university's Biology Department
also sponsors a workshop, "So You
Want to be a Doctor," for high school
students interested in careers in the
health professions. They are briefed by
La Salle faculty members and graduates
about the best kinds of courses to take,
how to apply to medical school, and
career expectations.
La Salle's professors also keep some
School Districts updated on the latest
national science and mathematics
standards and advise how to imple-
ment them in their own schools.
Teachers and students from the uni\er-
sity frequently serve as judges at
various elementary' and high school
science fairs. In addition, La Salle is the
Philadelphia site for the Interactive
Math Program (IMP), an interdiscipli-
nan,', hands-on curriculum developed
through the National Science Founda-
tion for high school students that v\ ill
be featured as part of an upcoming
documentaiy on PBS-TV.
Internally, lAMST had made quite an
impact on La Salle's campus, especially
in terms of faculry development. The
university's Teaching and Learning
Center, under the direction of Dr.
Preston D. Feden, associate professor
of education, sponsors workshops
featuring the latest pedagogical and
research techniques on active and
cooperative/collaborative learning.
La Salle professors also attend national
and regional workshops where they
learn how to implement the most
sophisticated techniques in their
classrooms.
A dozen faculty members, for example,
have attended Problem-Based Learning
Workshops at the Allegheny University
of Health Sciences. Problem-based
learning uses open-ended case studies
to encourage exploration. In the
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students have benefited
from LAMST with ma)iy
ofthem overcoming
theirfear ofscience
and math-
medical school, model students are
presented with a "sick" patient and
ha\'e to determine a diagnosis.
Students are required to research
appropriate scientific concepts,
determine what t\'pe of tests should
be gi\en to their "patient," and
present their findings to their col-
leagues who meet in small groups of
a half-dozen or so.
Dr. Hoersch uses similar techniques
in some of her courses to examine
open-ended geological problems.
Students are presented with a series
of rocks and are required to research
the area, generate as much data as
possible, analyze the origin and
histopy- of the rocks, and pull the
information together in a geological
histor}'.
Scores of La Salle students have also
benefited from lAMST. In addition to
tutoring programs offered three nights
a week for students in all scientific
disciplines, a one-semester courses
has been developed for aspiring
science majors who need to improve
their skill levels before entering the
program. Some S40,000 from the
HUD grant has enabled about 20
students to join faculty' members in
six-week research projects during the
summer. Some of them have pre-
sented papers at regional and national
conferences of the Council on Under-
graduate Research. In addition to
these summer stipends, smaller grants
during the school year ha\'e gone to
students for equipment, supplies,
research and travel expenses for
conferences.
More than half of the S2.5 million
HUD grant has enabled the School of
Arts and Sciences to purchase state-
of-the-an equipment and new furnish-
ings for classrooms and laboratories
in the Holroyd Science Center. Items
include a scanning electron micro-
scope, 24 channel exploration seismo-
graph, conductivity meter sediment
transport demonstration channel, ultra
centrifuge, fluorescence microscope,
computer software, a fluorescence
spectrophotometer gas chromato-
graph, and voltametric analyzer, and
data-collection hardware. Every
Institute faculty member now has a
Pentium computer and three class-
rooms have been outfitted with neu-
computer systems. High-tech multi-
media audio-\'isual systems are being
installed in three lecture halls where
professors will be able to project
documents on a screen and access the
Internet from their podiums.
The "Explorations" courses for
La Salle's elementary and secondary
education majors have proven so
successful that four sections are
planned for the Fall semester. And for
good reason, according to Dr.
Hoersch. "Throughout the country it
has been determined that many
elementary school teachers ha\'e fairly
weak science and math back-
grounds." she explained. "These
students tend because of that not to
be interested in science and math.
And they're also afraid of these
subjects."
In addition to helping them over-
come their fear of science, students
are provided with enough knowl-
edge to give them confidence when
they begin their teaching careers.
Their instructors model the hands-
on, collaborative/cooperative activi-
ties that they can use with their own
students when they get out into the
classroom. Their "Explorations"
course may include an analysis of
the weather, for example. They may
experiment with hot and cold water
in plastic bottles to learn how high
and low air pressure develops and
affects weather patterns. Or use the
computer to access weather maps on
the Internet to ascertain how seasons
determine temperatures in the
northern and southern hemispheres.
"Students particularly see the value
of these activities when they do their
student teaching and then get their
first job in the classroom," says Dr.
Hoersch. "They often come back and
ask us for some help in designing a
scientific activiD,'. That makes it all
worthwhile."
As one student who took the course
put it: "I really learned to enjoy
science and math. Not only did it
teach me to think critically and
logically, but it made me more aware
of my daily surroundings in the
environment. And maybe best of all,
it required more thinking than note-
taking and memorization."
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"The Potential To
Be iWuch Better"
La Salle's new athletic director
discusses the impact of
such vital issues as the A- 10
Conference, Basketball,
Football, Hayman Center, and
Gender-Equity
By Dr. Tljomas Bretinan
as told to Robert S. Lyons, Jr., '61
7~i oni Brenna)!. who previ-
ously directed athletics pro-
grams at Loyola College and
San Jose State University, was
named La Salle's director of inter-
collegiate athletics and recreation
last September. A 1973 graduate of
LeMoyne College in Syracuse, N.Y..
he earned a master's degree and
doctorate i>i higher education
administration at Syracuse Univer-
sity where he was academic coordi-
natorfor the Athletic Department.
He also worked as associate athletics
director at the University ofNeiv
Mexicofrom 1980 to 1986.
"As a kid growing up in Brooklyn, I
have some vivid memories of La SaLLe
most of them concerning Tom Gola
and basketball when the Explorers
had those great teams in the 50s and
later in the 60s. I think a lot of the
regional and certainly national
visibility that La Salle received in
those days came through athletics.
And Tom Gola, of course, was argu-
ably the greatest college player of his
time.
When I was at Loyola College in
Baltimore from 1986 to 1990, we
wanted to develop an athletics
program which would become an
important part of the college's overall
enrollment management effort and
have positive public relations impli-
cations for the institution. We were
looking at the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference. When you studied the
MAAC, the strongest program overall,
the most solid, was La Salle's-not
only the best in basketball, but in
sports like swimming and track.
It was at Loyola, in fact, where I
learned from direct experience how
important an athletic program can be
to a medium-sized private university.
Athletics can really provide a signifi-
cant role in enhancing an institution's
enrollment management and develop-
ment efforts as well as student life
and morale on campus. Come to think
of it, each of my stops as an athletic
administrator has given me the
opportunity to gain some invaluable
experience that should help me as I
begin my tenure with the Explorers.
My first job in athletic administration
was at Syracuse where I developed a
tremendous appreciation for the
complex roles of student athletes and
coaches. The student-athlete wears
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Some -i, 000fans watched the Explorers
win thefirst men's intercollegiate game
in the new Hayman Center against
\'irQ!)iia Tech. 74-64 on Feb. 21.
many hats and faces many demands,
pressures, and role-confh'cts. Coaches
have to deal with any number of
complex challenges including gradua-
tion rates, media relations, budgets,
recruiting, and so forth. Another thing
I learned at Syracuse was how impor-
tant facilities are to the growth of a
program. I was there during the
period when the Carrier Dome was
being built. The football team, in
particular, was in a state of decline
because of an antiquated Archbold
Stadium. Outstanding facilities have
helped establish
Syracuse University
as a major force in
college athletics.
I went to New Mexico
in 1980 in the
aftermath of a
highly-publicized
LoboGate athletic
scandal in order to
help restore the program. I learned
how bad things can get and how a
program that rages out of control can
devastate an institution of higher
learning. It's just not worth letting
things get out of hand like that. There
was a lack of organization, a lack of
compliance, and really a lack of
integrity and honesty. I learned from
the new athletic director John
Bridgers what people can do if they
work together on the same page as a
"A solid athletic
program can have
a positive influence
on the morale and
overall well-being of
an institution.
"
team. John brought in a whole new
group of people at a time when New
Mexico were about as far down as you
could possibly get in the Western
Athletic Conference. But over a period
of six years, we came all the way back
to the point where we were one of the
top two or three overall programs in
the WAC. The basketball team was at
least NIT-competitive and the football
team went 10-1 one year. New
Mexico's program is a good one today.
Before I arrived one of ten athletes
was graduating. Now the rate is 50
per cent. Bridgers
also taught me how
important it is to
make good personnel
decisions. Hire good
people and then
provide them with as
much support as
possible.
My most important
challenge when I arrived at San Jose
State in 1990 was to help the univer-
sity achieve a change in conference
identity. That was achieved when
SJSU joined the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) in 1996. My San
Jose State experience reinforced the
importance of fund-raising. I saw how
crucial it is for an athletic director to
establish effective partnerships not
only with students and alumni, but
also with the corporate world, commu-
nity groups and the city. In California,
institutions are forbidden to use state
money for facility enhancement, but
through our various partnerships we
were able to raise almost $7 million
for this purpose. From alumni and
friends, our fund-raising tripled to
$1.5 million a year. Corporate sponsor-
ships increased from $100,000 to
almost $700,000 last year. It will be
important to enhance these types of
programs at La Salle.
As far as La Salle is concerned, I think
my greatest challenge will be to
provide the leadership necessary to
maximize a tremendous opportunity
because the university's athletics
program has the potential to be
better. Athletics can be more effective
in contributing to the overall growth
of the university. It's up to me to
insure that people on campus believe
that. I think most do, at least to a
certain degree, but we have to keep
reinforcing the notion that a solid
athletic program can have a positive
influence on the morale and overall
well-being of La Salle.
My top priorities during my first three
months at La Salle have included
taking a hard look at the department's
organizational structure and to out-
reach with as many people on and off
campus as possible. Internally, I've
been trying to develop a more effec-
tive administration and a more effec-
tive evaluation program. Staff must
understand what their job descriptions
and expectations are. Team building is
also crucial. People must understand
what the bigger picture is—what light
is at the end of the tunnel, so to
speak. I think clarifying some of these
things for the coaches and administra-
tive staff will help improve morale and
the overall effectiveness of the pro-
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gram. Every week, I've spent some
time connecting with students and
faculty at the university, attending
alumni meetings, hosting high school
counselors and CYO groups, and
meeting with people from the commu-
nity and Archdiocese of Philadelphia-
-just to name a few.
In the longer term, after we have a
clear sense about where we want to
be, we need to build the program,
promote gender-equity, strengthen
the Explorer Club, develop corporate
sponsorships and relationships, get
the alumni and students more in-
volved, and improve the intramural/
recreation program on campus. We will
have to develop a strategic focus
regarding the best way to allocate
scarce financial and scholarship
resources. Operational and facility
needs/issues must be addressed.
McCarthy Stadium, for example, will
need some renovation. Additional
facilities will also be required to
improve both the intercollegiate
sports and student recreation pro-
gram. I realize that the university
cannot afford all the things we want
to do so we must establish relative
priorities and also depend more upon
external financial support. It must be
demonstrated that athletics have
great value so that the university sees
that there is a good return on the
investment. Outreach is just as
important right now on our own
campus. I need to be an effective
spokesperson for athletics with all
constituencies, starting with the
president.
We must review the status of women
in athletics and be sure to provide
equitable opportunities for women at
La Salle. I had some very relevant
experiences at San Jose State working
with Title IX and Gender-Equity issues.
At La Salle we have a hard-working
Gender Equity Advisory Committee in
place that will continue to provide
valuable guidance to the university.
Our status in the prestigious Atlantic
10 Conference provides us with a
golden opportunity to be a perennial
regional and national contender in
basketball. The A-10 is one of the top
five or six conferences in the country.
It is reasonable for our men's basket-
ball team to be able to achieve
national and regional recognition on
an ongoing basis. It will take success-
ful recruiting of highly-qualified
student-athletes, of course, but the
Philadelphia-East Coast
region, as well as the
highly-regarded compe-
tition in the A-10
Conference provides a
tremendous advantage.
The renovation of
Hayman Hall is very,
very important to the
future of our basketball
program. Not having a
home court or on-campus facility for
all these years has really put our
athletic program behind from a
recruiting and competitive standpoint.
You want people to come back to your
campus. We now have a first class
facility where we can showcase all of
our indoor sports and host nearly
4,000 people. And while it doesn't
answer all of our needs, the Hayman
Center will also enhance student
recreation and intramurals.
When I was interviewing for the
position, the fact that La Salle has
football—and not the semi-pro type
—
was a positive influence on my deci-
sion. From what I can see, football
has been embraced enthusiastically by
students and alumni. Here in the Fall
football can provide four or five
weekends as a social opportunity
around which to build other activi-
ties—alumni homecomings, reunions
and other events involving parents,
students, and friends of the univer-
sity. Football has already had a
positive impact from an enrollment
management perspective and should
help to recruit male students in
particular who wouldn't have most
likely considered attending the univer-
sity. Winning is important, of course,
and I think we can develop a competi-
tive football team. It takes more than
a year, however, and this actually is
the first full year we've been able to
recruit. We have an outstanding coach.
Bill Manlove, who will build the
program the right way.
Another important
factor in promoting
the football program
is an appropriate
conference affilia-
tion. There are a
number of good
options for a Division
I non-scholoarship
program. We must
identify a proper fit
with institutions that
"It is reasonablefor
our men's basketball
team to achieve
national and regional
recognition on an
ongoing basis.
"
have a similar mission.
I can't emphasize enough how critical
the alumni are to a successful athletic
program. La Salle cannot achieve the
proper competitive level or national
prominence without the interest and
support of our alumni and friends. I've
been spending considerable time
meeting members of our alumni,
letting them know that we need them
to care about the program. We need
their financial support and their
assistance in order to help our student
athletes and improve our athletic
facilities. As I discussed at a recent
meeting of the Alumni Association—as
well as with Nick Lisi, the association's
president— we're looking for different
ways to encourage alumni involvement
in various committees associated with
athletics. This Athletics/Alumni
partnership must be nurtured and
enhanced on an ongoing basis.
College administrators, athletic staffs,
and coaches may come and go. But
alumni are here forever."
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Barbara Kelley-Sease Receives
Warren E. Smith, M.D. Avs^ard
Barbara Kelley-Sease, 78, a nationally-respected
advocate for African-American youth and their
families, received the university's 1998 Warren E.
Smith, M.D. Award at the annual dinner on Jan. 30 in the
La Salle Union Ballroom.
The award is given annually to an African-American
alumnus who has achieved professional status, demon-
strated a commitment to university values, has made
contributions to the communit)', and sei-ved as an outstand-
ing example to all La Salle students. Previous recipients
include Pennsylvania State Representati\'e Dwight Evans,
75, and Leon E. Ellerson, '56, president of Keystone
Computer Associates, Inc., and a member of the
university's Board of Tmstees.
Since being appointed director of the Washington, D.C.-
based Black Community Crusade for Children, an initiative
of the Children's Defense Fund, Kelley-Sease has been
instrumental in the BCCC's successful effort to mobilize the
African-American community on behalf of children, fami-
lies, and youth.
As I progressed in my career, I realized that children were
another population forgotten by society," she said. "Chil-
dren don't vote, they don't constitute a constituency as we
think of a constituency, and they virtually have no rights."
Over the years Kelley-Sease said that she has discovered
that poor men are also under-served, so her work now
encompasses the entire family.
"Since her time at La Salle, Barbara Kelley-Sease has lived
her Lasallian values," said George "Bud" Dotsey, '68, the
university's alumni director and chair of the award selec-
tion committee. "Her life's work has been marked by
commitment to and compassion for those who most need
a caring touch and a helping hand. I am certain that Dr.
Warren E. Smith would be proud to know that Barbara has
been named to receive this Alumni Association award
created in his honor."
In 1954, Smith became one of the first African Americans
to graduate from La Salle's pre-med program. He served as
the university's psychiatrist for 15 years and died in 1990.
Kelley-Sease, who graduated magna cum laude with a
sociology degree, says that Drs. Judith Newton, professor
of English, and Minna Weinstein, professor of history,
introduced her to the world of women's studies and
directed her attention to the myriad social issues that
face them.
/Scirhtirci Kelley-Sease receives the Warren E. Smith
Award and accompaiiying gift—a lithograph by
Philadelphia artist Ibatayo A. OJoino. Making the
prese)itation are (from left) Dr. Richard Nigro, the
university's provost: Bud Dotsey, director ofalumni:
Lariy Alston, co-president of the African-American
Student League, and Nicholas/. List. Esq., president
of the Alumni Association.
"For the first time, I think I was really introduced to the fact
that women were so under-served in every facet of society,"
recalls Kelley-Sease. "Because of the support those profes-
sors gave me and other women students, I felt I wanted to
do something to help women."
During her college career, Kelley-Sease chose to focus on
women's issues. In and out of the classroom, she said, these
women faculty members also practiced what they preached.
"At that time there was a strong sense of community among
women at La Salle," she said. "So these women professors
supported us in our work and with any challenges that may
have prevented us from finishing our education."
Kelley-Sease has also served as administrator with the
Southwest-Belmont branch of the Y^Ck of Philadelphia. She
then worked as deputy director of Women Against Abuse, a
battered women's shelter that includes a fully-accredited
school for the residents' children.
Prior to her current position, she directed the Union Indus-
trial Home for Children. Here she developed and imple-
mented a residential program for teen parents and their
children, a prevention program for teen fathers, an employ-
ment and training program for adult fathers, and an indepen-
dent living program for successful graduates of the residen-
tial program.
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Neighborhood
Nursing Center
Expands to
Philadelphia's Hill
Creek Housing
Complex
La
Salle is turning Dorphine Hayward's
dream into a reality \\'ith its Hill Creek/
La Salle Neighborhood Health Center at
the Philadelphia Housing Authority's Hill
Creek Housing Complex.
"It has been my hope and prayer for the past
fi\e years to get a health center in the area,"
said Hayward, the president of the Hill Creek
Tenant Council. Construction began in
February and is expected to be completed by
Jime.
La Salle received a $500,000 grant from the
Department of Health and Human Ser\'ices
last August to help staff the center. Since
then, Beneficial Savings Bank, Roach and
Fox Realtors, and the hndependence Founda-
tion have contributed donations for the
renovations of the center which will be
housed in fi\e efficiency apartments donated
by the Philadelphia Housing Authority.
"The challenge with grants and donations is
that we are constantly looking for funding
for the future," said Mary Ellen Miller, one of
the public health nurses at La Salle's Neigh-
borhood Nursing Center.
Hill Creek, which is on the periphery of
Health District 8, has no city or federal health
center. Health concerns of the district include
low birth infants, inadequate prenatal care,
and childhood lead pcMSoning.
"The Hill Creek community needs basic
health services—without which people are
forced to wait until an illness becomes acute
and they end up in the emergency room,"
Miller said. "We are tiying to prevent that by
helping them control and manage their
lifestyles. We want to demonstrate how this
model of nursing practice can improve a
particular population's access and ongoing
use of primary health care." ^H
Flyers Wives Fight for Lives
Receive Signum Fidei Medal
The Flyers' Wives Fight for Lixes received the Signum Fidei Medal,
the highest award presented by the Alumni Association at the
annual Awards Dinner on Nov. 21 in the Union Ballroom. Here
Kary Otto receives the award from Nicholas J. Lisi, Esq,, '62, the
association's president, as Brother President Joseph F. Burke, "68,
and Bud Dotsey (right), '68, the university's alumni director, watch.
The Flyers' Wives have raised more than $10 million for leukemia
research. The Signum Fidei Medal, which derives its name from
"Sign of Faith," the motto of the Christian Brothers, recognized
personal achievements in harmony with the established aims of
La Salle Uni\^ersit>', Pre\ious recipients have included the Rev. Leon
Sullivan, Senator Eugene McCarthy, and R. Sargent Shriver, among
others.
La Salle's Food Services Depattnient collected ami distributed toys
and giftsfor area families during the Christmas holiday season.
Here Gary Blumeiuhal. the depai-tment's manager, ami La Salle
stude)its Qui)ia Smith (lower left) and Nancy Haig (upper left ) pose
in front of the "house" which was made up entirely of such break-
fast cereals as Fruit Loops. Shredded Wheat, and Rice Krispies.
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111 fillegal! share some whimsical
golfing insights with Arnold
Palmer during the GolfAssocia-
tions ofPhiladelphia Centennial
Gala on Nov. 8, 1996. Palmer
wrote the introduction to
Finegan 's A Centennial Tribute to
Golf in Philadelphia.
Altlnnigh he claims that
his writing style puts him
"squarely back in the
18th century," James J.
Finegan, '51, has estab-
lished himself as the leading Ameri-
can authority on golf in Scotland and
Ireland as well as one of the world's
most respected golf writers and
historians.
It would be virtually impossible to
find anyone, in fact, who knows
more about the histoiy of the sport
in Philadelphia or any American who
can describe the golfing landscape
and culture in Scotland and Ireland
better than Finegan, who retired as
chairman and CEO of Philadelphia's
Gray and Rodgers Advertising
Agency in 1990.
Finegan, who is the only golfer in
La Salle's Alumni Hall of Athletes, has
been widely acclaimed for three
recent books: A Centennial Tribute to
Golf in Philadelphia, Emerald Fair-
ways and Foam-Flecked Seas: A
Golfer's Pilgrimage to the Courses of
Ireland, and Blasted Heaths and
Blessed Greens: A Golfer's Pilgrimage
to the Courses ofScotland.
"The Philadelphia book was tmly
once in a lifetime," says Finegan, who
single-handily spent five years re-
searching, writing, and editing the
handsome coffee table-size publica-
tion that weights 7 lbs. 2 oz. and
includes 350,000 words, 520 pages,
and 440 photographs. "No writer
could ever imagine doing again a
book of that size and scope under the
circumstances in which I did it." In
addition to selecting and gathering all
of the photos, Finegan designed every
page, compiled the appendix, bibliog-
raphy, and index, chose the paper and
type style, and proofread the entire
project. He also interviewed about 15
people and poured over more than
300 different newspapers, magazines,
and books.
Finegan, who also writes for national
golf publications and does occasional
travel pieces for Tlje Philadelphia
Iiujuirei; was commissioned by the
Golf Associations of Philadelphia to
produce the book after he retired in
1990. His research took two years. It
included reading the official minutes
of every monthly meetings of the
executive committees of both the Golf
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Association of Philadelphia and the
Women's Golf Association going hack
for 100 years. "Of course, as you drag
your way through, so little of this
material has value," says Finegan. And
yet every once in a while, you hit a
nugget. And you say, 'it's worth it! It's
worth it! And I'll keep going.'
"One of the things that struck me
early on in the research—I realized
that if I stuck to my aim of being
absolutely comprehensive, that
ever)'body who mattered in American
Golf—not simply Philadelphia golf
—
but that every man or woman, ama-
teur or professional, was going to be
in this book because everybody who
mattered had either competed here or
had competed somewhere else
against Philadelphians in important
competitions."
The Centennial Tribute focuses
particularly on the lives of seven
Philadelphia golfing legends—-John J
McDermott, J. "Wood Piatt, Glenna
Collett "Vare, Helen Sigel Wilson,
William Hyndman III, Dorothy
Germain Porter, and R. Jay Sigel.
McDermott's story is especially tragic
The first American-born
winner of U.S. Open
he won consecutive
titles in 1911 and
1912 at the ages of
19 and 20—Johnny
suffered a nervous
breakdown three
years later and was
committed to
Pennsylvania's Norristown
State Hospital where he stayed until
his death in 1971. Every other golfing
name imaginable is included in the
volume that "could easily have been
700 pages." according to Finegan.
From Charles Blair Macdonald , the
first U.S. Amateur champion, to Tiger
Woods. From Patty Berg to Babe
Didrikson Zaharias.
For "sheer tension and drama" in the
Philadelphia book,
nothing beats Ben
Hogan's triumph in
the first U.S. Open
that Finegan
witnessed at
Merion in 1950. It
was the summer
between his junior
and senior year at
La Salle and Jim managed to get ver>'
close to Hogan on the 12th tee. Ben
was recovering from massive injuries
suffered in an automobile wreck the
year before. The golfers played tw'O
rounds that day and Finegan remem-
bers that Hogan, bandaged heavily
from ankle to thigh, was struggling as
his 3-stroke lead slipped away. "His
legs were giving out on him and you
wondered whether he would be able
to make his next swing," Finegan
recalls. "He leaned on a friend and
said, 'My God, Harry, I don't think I
can finish.' He was really on the
edge of collapse. This was almost
\ as equally painful for the galleiy.
We knew that he was in terrible
pain, his strength ebbing with
every step. Yet he did go on and
did make good swings. Only his
putting betrayed him." Hogan
recovered in time to make a tremen-
dous shot to the 18th green that got
him into a three-way playoff and the
next day he beat George Fazio and
Lloyd Mangrum for the title.
Although Finegan is believed to be
the only American writer to have
played Scotland's 60 courses and the
50 in Ireland—5S0 rounds in all. his
Pilgriincige books describe much
more than just the flavor of the game
on these British Isles. They include
detailed information on 6^ hotels and
bed-and-breakfast establishments in
the two countries as well as colorful
insights on numerous restaurants,
cultural activities, and places of
interest available to the golfer
and traveler, alike. In Scotland,
for example, Finegan guides the
reader smoothly around the entire
nation—beginning in Edinburgh
and finishing at his beloved St.
Andrews.
Finegan first fell in love with St.
Andrews while cmising the Mediterra-
nean as a young U.S. Naval officer in
1952. He and a friend took train from
Edinburgh to St. Andrews. They were
turned away at the Royal and Ancient
Clubhouse but were directed across
street to St. Andrews Golf Course. A
secretary there showed them up
several flights of stairs to a simple
room that had some nails serving as
hooks in the wall where they
changed their clothes.
"It was two in afternoon and nobody
was around going off either No. 1 or
18," Finegan recalls. "If you looked,
you could see someone teeing off in
the distance. We might have paid 15
or 20 pence (equal to about 35 cents).
Today it would cost 72 pounds—200
times as much. And it's so difficult to
get on the course because the world
is there eveiy day.
"
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Finegan and his friend
iiad never seen anything
like St. Andrews. "We just
could scarcely believe it, " he recalls. "
We didn't think there was a golf
course in the world that could look
like this. We were utterly taken with
it. You play the last seven holes
against the backdrop of the town,
itself. The course sits there on that
low bluff above the sea with the
towers of the university' and the
churches in the background. If there
were not a single golf hole—and in
fact today there are 117—St. Andrews
would still be one of the jewels of the
\\'orld because of its antiquity. "
Finegan, who considers himself "the
world's most conscientious log-
keeper," has visited Scotland 20 times
and has made more than a dozen trips
to Ireland. Last summer he played
ever)' day for 10 weeks at St.
Andrews. He originally wrote a draft
for a book entitled A Sojourn into St.
Andrews following an 11-day excur-
sion there in 1992, and circulated it to
numerous publishers. "Sure enough
ever>' editor loved it," Finegan recalls.
'But every editor said, You can't be
serious. Who would want to read a
book simply about eleven days in St.
Andrews? We can't bring this out.
We'd lose our shirt on it.'"
A series of negotiations with
\'arious publishers eventually
led Finegan to an old friend.
Simon and Shuster's Jeff
Neuman, who had included
one of his earlier pieces in a
sports anthology. One book
about Scotland and Ireland
eventually became two separate
80,000 word volumes published
simultaneously in 1995.
"There are few greater plea-
sures for a golfer and golf writer
than to arrive in St. Andrews and
walk over to the famous Quarto
Book Shop in St. Andrews and to
find your two books there for all the
world to see," says Finegan about his
publications that are being sold
widely in the British Isles. Quarto
also requested four copies of his
Philadelphia Centennial Tribute and
has sold at least two of them.
Finegan gets occasional letters from
people from as far away as
Australia. One writer, who
was born in Ireland, had
moved to Montreal with
his family as a teen. "He
said he never expected
to see the day when an
American would write
about this little remote club
called "Narin Portnoo in a little
seaside village in northern Donegal
where the family would go for their
summer vacation," says Finegan.
Although a rare spinal cord operation
two years ago has limited his durabil-
ity, Finegan still gets in between four
and nine holes about 270 days a year
at Philadelphia Countiy Club. His
handicap, once a two is "now nine
and stRiggling," Finegan says. "I just
don't have the strength in
my legs. I really can't hit
the ball far enough."
Finegan majored in
English-Education at
La Salle and graduated
at the top of his class.
His memories as an
undergraduate were "just
very enjoyable," especially as the best
player on the golf team, coached by
the late Dr. Bob Courtney. "The play
was not by any means at the highest
level," he recalls. "But there was great
camaraderie."
Finegan's wife, Harriet, does not play
the game, but all three of their grown
children—-Jim, '76, John, and
Megwin—are excellent golfers. The
two Jims, in fact, have won nine
Philadelphia Country Club champion-
ships between them with the younger
one capturing five titles. "But very
few American women have seen as
many golf courses as Harriet, says
Finegan. "She walks every-
where, especially when the
course is near the sea."
Although he downplays his
considerable writing skills,
Finegan rose from a highly-
successful copywriter to
president, then chairman and
CEO of Gray and Rodgers, one of
Philadelphia's top advertising agen-
cies, during his 35 year career. Before
moving into management, Finegan
put his creative touch on such
accounts as Bell Telephone, Fidelity
Bank, and Horn & Hardart Restau-
rant, among others. At one point he
even handled advertising and PR for
St. Andrew's Old Course Golf and
Country Club after the venerable
hotel was renovated and refurbished.
"The actual physical business of
writing puts me squarely back in the
18th century," says Finegan, who
does his rough drafts on yellow legal
pads, then types the entire manu-
script with his right inde.xfinger on a
50-year-old Underwood manual
typewriter. "I mean I'm pre-Dickens. I
can't even use two index fingers."
—RSL
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
•48
50TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
•53
45TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
•58
40TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
McCrea
'58
Thomas McCrea, CPCU, has
been named vice chairman of the
Board of the newly formed
company, USI IVIidAtlantic
Insurance and Financial Ser-
vices, in the Valley Forge
Corporate Center, Trooper, Pa.
McCrea's former firm, McCrea
and Gallon, merged with Warren
Welsh & Thompson and Flanigan
O'Hara Gentry & Associates to
form one of the largest insurance
brokerage firms in the tri-state
area. It is the Mid-Atlantic
regional hub for USI Insurance
Services Corp., a national
insurance and financial services
network of more than 30
brokerage firms headquartered in
San Francisco.
'59
James F. Stehli has been re-
appointed to a fifth five-year term
as a member of the New York
State Board of Pharmacy by the
Board of Regents of New York
State. Stehli has also been
promoted to vice president at
Smith Barney, Inc.
63
35TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
•68
30TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
YoungmA71
Bentley Systems Inc., of Exton,
Pa., announces the promotion of
Richard A. Breeser to director,
Bentley Select Administration
Center. He is responsible for the
administration of contracts, orders,
and invoicing for all of the
Americas including Canada and
Latin America. Michael W.
Young has been named president
of Sermatech Technical Services,
headquartered in Limerick, Pa.
Sermatech is one of the world's
leading suppliers of protective
coatings for power generation,
industrial and flight turbo-
machinery and related equipment.
Pizzi
'72
Charles P. Pizzi, president of the
Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce, has been elected
chairman of the Board of
Directors of Philadelphia's
WHYY, Inc.. the pnme public
television (TV12) and radio
(91 FM) stations serving the tri-
state region.
•73
25TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
78
20TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
'82
J. Patrick O'Grady has been
admitted to the partnership of
Arthur Andersen LLP. Pat and
Alicia Koszarek O'Grady (BS
'82) reside in Lancaster, Pa.
•83
1STH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
Lynch
'83
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
recently announced the election
of Brian J. Lynch as a new
partner in its 224-lawyer Philadel-
phia office. Before joining
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP,
he worked in the Division of
Corporation Finance at the
Securities and Exchange
Commission in Washington, D.C.
'85
Thomas Whittle has been
elected a partner of KPMG Peat
Whittle
Marwick LLP. He works in the
Department of Professional
Practice at KPMG's office in New
York City.
BIRTHS: to Denise D'AntonIo
Malecki and her husband Tom,
their first child, a daughter,
Margaret Renata ("Maggie"); to
Michael V. McDermott and his
wife Denise, their fifth child, a
son, Justin Jacob.
'87
John D. Rilling, CPA, has been
promoted to principal in the
accounting and auditing depart-
ment of Mantas, Ohiiger, McGary
& Quinn, P.C, Certified Public
Accountants, located in King of
Prussia, Pa.
BIRTH: to Joseph M. Malgier
and his wife, Jill Dice Malgier
(BBA'90), their first child, a
daughter, Allegra Maria.
'88
10TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
'89
MARRIAGE: James Clark to
Maura Walsh.
'90
MARRIAGE: Richard A. Vivirito
to Susan L. Shearer.
BIRTH: to Jill Dice Malgier and
her husband, Joseph M. Malgier
(BBA '87), their first child, a
daughter, Allegra Maria.
Members of tlie Lini\'er,sity'.s alumni who are attorneys
with the defense litigation law firm of Marshall,
Dennehey, 'W'arner, Coleman & Goggin included
(standing from left): Joseph J. Santarone, '76, share-
holder and co-chairman. Employment Law Practice
Group; Thomas J. O'Malley, '90, associate; Paul R.
Brady, III, '74, shareholder, and Ralph P. Bocchino,
'^6. shareholder and chairman, Spons and Entertain-
ment Practice Group. Seated (from left); Joan Orsini-
Ford, '84, associate; John P. Penders, '64, shareholder
and a member of the Board of Directors, and Mary
Xaughton McCann, '79, associate. The firm has 14
offices located throughout Penn.syhania, New Jersey,
and Delaware.
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•91
Aimee Brimley Hyles is a
financial management officer for
Magellan Public Solutions in
Boston, Mass.
'92
Patricia K. Daly is a senior
account executive at Gotham
Incorporated, an advertising
agency in New York City.
93
STH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
93
Brian M. Ferl<o has been
named product manager for the
TIP Funds, a series of 12 no-
load mutual funds offered to
individual and institutional
investors. He will be based at
the Berwyn. Pa. headquarters of
Turner Investment Partners,
which manages four of the TIP
Funds: the Turner Growth Equity
Fund, the Turner Midcap Growth
Fund, the Turner Small Cap
Growth Fund, and the Turner
Ultra Large Cap Growth Fund.
David G. Mongeluzi has been
promoted to network project
manager at the University of
Pennsylvania, information
technology department.
MARRIAGE: David G.
Mongeluzi to Jodi-Marie
DiMonte.
Little
'96
Brian Kirwan passed the CPA
exam in May of 1997. Elder
Anthony D. Little was installed
and ordained the Senior Pastor
of Unity Temple church of Love,
Hope & Deliverance, in Philadel-
phia. He has also been
appointed a member of the
Board of Directors of the West
Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund
which will facilitate the revitaliza-
tion of substandard and
abandoned housing in the West
Philadelphia Empowerment
Zone.
MARRIAGE: Harold J.
Balkowski to Johanna M.
Bethke.
SCHOOL OF ARTS &
SCIENCES
'38
Michael C. Rainone, Esq. was
presented with an Honorary
Lifetime award by the Knights of
Columbus. San Salvador
Council. He was also honored
for his efforts in having the name
of Philadelphia's Delaware
Avenue changed to Christopher
Columbus Boulevard as well as
other activities.
•43
William Rahner, F.S.C., a
faculty member at Philadelphia's
West Catholic High School,
observed his golden jubilee as a
Christian Brother,
'52
Raymond Bronowicz, F.S.C., a
teacher at Pittsburgh's Central
Catholic High School, is
celebrating his 50th anniversary
in religious life. The title of the
MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR THESE IMPORTANT EVENTS
School of Business Administration Reception
(at the Union League) April 16
Young Alumni Reception (at The Edge at Manayunk) April 1
8
Brother Vincent Grimes Lecture April 26
REUNION '98 May 9
Alumni Association Board Meeting May 13
Baccalaureate Liturgy/Senior Faculty Reception May 16
Commencement/Alumni Induction Ceremony May 17
Young Alumni Reception
(at the Princeton Inn, Avalon, N.J.) August 22
book written by Robert H. Vasoli,
associate professor of sociology-
emeritus at the University of Notre
Dame, has been changed to M//iaf
God Has Joined Together: The
Annulment Crisis in American
Catholicism by its publisher,
Oxford University Press.
•53
45TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
'57
John J. McCann, Ph.D., retired
associate professor of French at
La Salle University, has been
appointed writer-in-residence at
Holy Ghost Preparatory School in
Bucks County, Pa. where he will
direct the new Creative Writing
program.
'58
40TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
'58
Donald M. Peterson, chairman
and chief executive officer of
Trustmark Insurance Company,
was named chairman of the
Health Insurance Association of
America (HIAA), the principal
policy-making body of the health
insurance industry. Paul J.
Santella has started a four-year
program which will result in his
ordination as deacon for the
diocese of Metuchen, N.J.
'61
Rudolph Masciantonio, Ph.D.,
has written a textbook. Build Your
English Word Power with Latin
Numbers, which will be published
by Bolchazy-Carducci Publishers,
Inc., Wauconda, III. Dr.
Masciantonio is director emeritus
of foreign language education for
the School District of Philadelphia.
Convey
'62
John J. Convey has been
appointed provost at The Catholic
University of America, in Washing-
ton, D.C.
^^^ 63
35TH REUNION
__ , MAY 9. 1998
'64
Richard F. Keevey was
appointed by President Clinton
and confirmed by the United
States Senate as the chief
financial officer of the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Renewal. Previously, he
served as the director of finance
and accounting and the deputy
under-secretary for financial
management for the Department
of Defense. Prior to that he was
the budget director and comptrol-
ler for the State of New Jersey.
'65
Dr. Paul J. Kerns is a staff
veterinarian at Valley Central
Emergency Hospital in the
Allentown area.
'67
John Patzwall, F.S.C., vice
president of the Christian
Brothers Investment Services,
Inc., has been named associate
director of the National Religious
Retirement Office where he will
oversee financial management
and grant administration for the
NRRO in Washington, D.C.
•68
BOTH REUNION
jgg^ MAY 9. 1998
•69
Mark J. Ratkus, Ph.D., has been
appointed chair of La Salle
University's Department of
Economics, effective July 1,
1998.
'70
Richard G. Tucker, D.O., has
been elected chairman of the
Federation of Osteopathic
Specialty Organizations. Dr.
Tucker is president-elect of the
American College of Osteopathic
Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
and program director of Allegh-
eny University Hospitals
(Rancocas, N,J.) OB/GYN
Residency.
'71
Kenneth S. Domzalski has been
re-appointed as a trustee of the
New Jersey State Bar Founda-
tion, the educational and
philanthropic arm of the New
Jersey State Bar Association. A
sole practitioner in Burlington,
Domzalski is a past president of
the Burlington County Bar
Association and a past trustee of
the NJSBA.
p.im,- l^' LA SALLE
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72
Vincent J. Lynch, DSW, has
been named director of The
National Research and Training
Center on Social Work and
HIV/AIDS located at Boston
College.
73
25TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
75
Dennis IVIalloy, F.S.C.,
director of De La Salle Voca-
tional School, Bensalem. Pa., is
observing his 25th anniversary
as a Christian Brother.
76
Edward Koronkiewicz, F.S.C.,
vice principal of Philadelphia's
West Catholic High School, is
observing his 25th anniversary
as a Christian Brother. Nicho-
las M. Rongione is in charge
of opening a new Target store
in Greenacres, Fla.
78
20TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
78
Joseph M. Junfola, CPCU
has been recognized by the
American Institute for Charter-
ed Property Casualty Under-
writers and the CPCU Society
as qualifying for the continuing
professional development
program. He is an officer with
the Admiral Insurance Com-
pany located in Cherry Hill,
N.J. Michael F. Zarro, D.P.M.,
was elected chairperson of the
Board of Trustees for the
Pennsylvania College of
Pediatric Medicine. Dr. Zarro,
who has a private practice in
South Philadelphia, is on the
medical staffs of St. Agnes
Medical Center, Pennsylvania
Hospital, University of Penn-
sylvania Student Health
Services, and the City Avenue
Division of Allegheny University
Hospitals.
Bastian
'80
Katherine O'Brien Bastian, Esq.,
has been elected president of the
Make-A-Wish Foundation of Philadel-
phia and Southeastern Pennsylvania.
She will be directly responsible for the
overall administration and operations
of the Make-A-Wish Foundation which
raises funds to grant wishes to
children 2 1/2-to-18-years-of-age who
have been determined to have a life-
threatening illness. She is a partner in
the law firm of Wolf, Block, Schorr &
Solis-Cohen, practicing in the area of
financial services from the firm's Blue
Bell, Pa. office.
'82
BIRTH: to Martin A. Healey and his
wife, Catherine E. Roarty-Healey
(BBA '85-MBA '95), a son, Connor
Martin.
'83
1STH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
'85
Kara Fier-Van Valin has opened her
own copywriting studio and named it
WordWorks. It is located in her home
in Chester County, Pa.
BIRTH: to David W. Richard and his
wife Suzanne, their fifth child, a son,
Noah Daniel.
'87
Diana Herrmann, M.D., spent the
summer in Colorado doing locum
tenims, including a stint as the
employee health physician at the
Coors Brewery in Golden, Col. Dr.
Herrmann has joined the North
Rochester Family Practice Group in
Rochester, N.Y. Selena Newell
Winchester is the editor of the
Council for Basic Education newslet-
ter. The CBE Advocate. Based in
Washington, The Council advocates a
rigorous liberal arts education for all
children in elementary and secondary
schools.
Attention Former Parishioners
of Immaculate Conception
Attention, fomierparishioners ofImmaculate
Conception Parish in Gemiantotvn. Do you want to
keep in touch? We tvould love to includeyou in our
family of fortnerparishioners. Please write to
1020 E. Price St., Philadelphia, PA 19138 or call
(215) 843-9468.
Did the Brothers
make a difference
in your life?
Could the Lord be
callingyou to join us?
To explore this possibility, contact:
'T^Ae ^c Jia ^CfdtU
'^TOtAcTS
6633 Ardleigh Street • Philadelphia, PA 19119-3824
(215) 844-5333 • e-mail: fscvocofc@netreach.net
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Good Things Don't
Always Come in Pairs
HELP US TRIM EXCESS
DISTRIBUTION
Wee hope that you and your
family are enjoying each issue
of LA SALLE IVIagazine. But if
you receive two or more copies
of the magazine in your
household and really don't
need that many copies, please
let us know so that we can
eliminate duplicate issues and
put our resources to better use.
lAA/e would like to continue
to receive LA SALLE Magazine
(Attach LABEL from Back
Cover Here)
Name
Address
City_
State Zip_
Telephone,
Please delete the following
name(s) from your subscription
list;
(Attach LABELS from back
cover here)
Return to:
Alumni Office
La Salle University
Philadelphia, PA 19141
THANK YOU!
I
1
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BIRTH: to Lisa Hoback, a
daughter, Ashley Nicole.
88
10TH REUNION
MAY 9. 1998
•91
John Chung, F.S.C., a
member of the faculty at
Calvert Hall College High
School, in Baltimore, Md.,
celebrated his silver jubilee in
religious life.
'92
Jason L. Everett graduated
from Allegheny University of
the Health Sciences with a
master's degree in physical
therapy. He is employed at
Allegheny University Hospitals-
Graduate, as a staff physical
therapist. Thaddeus
Nowakowski has been
appointed assistant regional
manager with Pfizer Pharma-
ceuticals and will be relocating
to Reston, Va. Joseph L.
Simmers is an account
manager at Bridge Information
Systems, a global financial
information company, located
in New York City. Dominic J.
Vesper, Jr., has been
appointed director of Public
Works and Engineering for the
County of Camden (N.J.) by
the Camden County Board of
Chosen Freeholders.
BIRTH: toMlcheleF.
SIclllano-Schwartz and her
husband David, a daughter,
Nicole Mary.
•93
5TH REUNION
MAY 9, 1998
'93
Linda Kunka received a
master's degree in corporate
and organizational communica-
tion from Fairleigh Dickinson
University. Kunka has been
employed by Schein Pharma-
ceutical, Inc. in Florham Park,
N.J. since 1993. John J.
(Jack) Sheahan is an over-
night newswriter for the ABC-
TV Network in New York City.
MARRIAGE: Marylou Primus
to Jamie Sawatzky.
'94
Meredith Merrill is a budget
program analyst with the
Postsecondary Analysis
Division of the United States
Department of Education. U.S.
Air Force First Lieutenant
Joseph E. Pilkus, III, is
stationed at RAF Mildenhall in
England.
MARRIAGE: Joseph E.
Pilkus, III, to Nicole L. Shelly.
'95
Andrew H. (Drew) Giorgi is a
graduate assistant at The
College of New Jersey. He
wrote an instructional guitar
book. Blues for Beginners,
which was published by Alfred
Publishing Corporation. He
also presented a paper,
"Savior Spock: Transcending
Human Frailities as Milton's
'One Just Vulcan'," at the Pop
Culture Association and
American Culture Association
Conference.
MARRIAGE: Johanna M.
Bethke to Harold J.
Balkowski (BBA '96).
MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
•86
Christopher G. Mendia was
appointed director of informa-
tion services at Holy Family
College, in Philadelphia.
•95
BIRTH: to Catherine E.
Roarty-Healey ('85 BBA) and
Martin A. Healey ('82 BA), a
son, Connor Martin.
MASTER OF ARTS
'96
Mark E. Megee (^89 BA)
presented a paper to the John
Whitmer Historical Association
at its 25th Annual Symposium
in Kirtland, Ohio on "Masons at
the Mansion: A History of
Interchange between the
Masonic Lodge and the Early
Latter Day Saint Church."
Caroline Robertson WinsJoseph Moran Scholarship
Caroline Robertson, a senior majoring in Spanish and minoring in international
business, has been named the 1997-98 recipient of the Joseph L. Moran Scholar-
ship in honor of the distinguished Spanish professor who taught at La Salle from
1959 until his death in 1976. Robertson is fully bilingual/bicultural and has studied
abroad in Mexico City. She plans to pursue an international business career in
Latin America.
NECROLOGY
•27 '50 '58
Frederick A. Haydt, Sr. William F. Burke Edward J. Sager
•38 Edward A. Roney '59
Austin O'Donnell, F.S.C. '52 Thomas G. Dougherty
•41
Edward Macko
David Shore
•60
James M. Boyer
Peter P. Udvari
'47
Thomas J. McCarthy
•48
Yale P. Green
•53
Peter K. McDonough
'56
Richard H. Burns
'62
Frank E. McManus
'63
Joseph N. Galdo
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Campus Memorial Planned in Honor of
La Salle's Great Olympic Gold Medal-
Winning Swimmer Joe Verdeur, '50
A Letter from
AlCantello, '55
On Saturday, August 7, 1948 in
London, England, an event of
world-wide importance took place
which had a special significance
for Philadelphia, particularly La
Salle University. The event was the
Olympic final for the 200 meter
breaststroke for men. The field
included one swimmer each from
Australia, Yugoslavia, Brazil, Egypt, and Holland, and three from the United States, one of whom was Joe
Verdeur, a La Salle University junior. Just 2:39.3 seconds after the starter sent the eight young men off to
claim their piece of Olympic glory, Joe Verdeur, an Armed Forces vet and son of a Philadelphia waitress,
emerged from the quest with the Gold Medal and a new Olympic record to go along with the world record
he already owned. His Olympic victory has been recorded in many books and publications around the
world. Typical of the accounts is the one found in The Story of the Olympics, by John Kieran, Arthur Daley,
and Pat Jordan: "The invincible Joe Verdeur of Philadelphia's La Salle College, the greatest breast-stroker in
the history of the world, set a new Olympic mark in winning the 200 meter breast stroke in 2:39.3."
Perhaps as an alumnus of that era you remember Joe Verdeur. But too few of those who have walked the
halls of La Salle since you and I departed know of him and his legendary exploits which brought such
positive attention to our university. We—you and I—have a responsibility—a mission to ensure that his
name and the knowledge of his truly Olympian deeds in life live on as a conscious part of the fabric and
fiber of La Salle by placing a fitting remembrance of him in Hayman Center.
Why? Because as Garry Wills offered in a recent essay, a society and its culture are judged, in part, by the
statues it leaves behind as reflections of the values it wishes to preserve. They give those valued virtues a
human face to which others can relate. Joe Verdeur was the embodiment of so many of the values we
should strive to honor and preserve so they may teach and inspire. As you can see from the remarkable
litany of his accomplishments and honors, being Olympic Champion was only one of so many distinctions
earned by Joe, and his lifelong contribution to society as a husband, father, teacher, and coach is just as
significant.
As a member of numerous Halls of Fame and an All America for eight consecutive years, Joe was Sport
Magazine's "Swimmer of the Year" in 1948 and 1949 and NCAA "Swimmer of the Year" in 1948. He set 21
American, 19 world, and 12 intercollegiate records, and held 20 national AAU and four intercollegiate
titles, and was national individual medley champion eight straight years. And, of course, he was a charter
member of La Salle's Alumni Hall of Athletes.
And why should you-yet again-support another La Salle cause, following the lead of Jim Tuppeny, '50, who
has given a substantial contribution to the memorial and urges all of. Joe Verdeuris classmates to do the
same? What will the bronze bust of a swimmer emerging victorious from the Olympic waters do for you?
For one, it will bring your thoughts back to that post-war era of such great promise and hope, however brief
it may have been, when the journey to the Olympics was still a pristine pursuit possessed of such purity of
purpose. Perhaps it will give you cause to reflect on what endeavors in life are really worth your time and
effort. Be like Diogenes, the ancient philosopher, who when urged by his disciples to slow down, replied: "I
know that many people feel that old age is a time to take it easy, but I compare my life now to being the last
runner in a relay race. Would you have me slow down as I near the finish line?" Hell no! Go Explorers!
Thank you.
AlCantello, '55
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Most Rev. Edward 1' ( ulleii. D IX. "1 M.A. (left), was
installed as bishop of the Diocese of Allentown, Pa., on
Feb. 9. He is pictured with Most Rev. Agostino Caccia\illan
(second from left), apostolic pro-nuncia to the U.S.; his
eminence Anthony Cardinal Bevilacqua, archbishop of
Philadelphia; and William Cardinal Keeler. archbishop of
Baltimore (right). Bishop CuUen will oversee a Catholic
population of 260.000 li\ing in Berks, Carbon, Lehigh,
Xorthampton, and Schuylkill Counties.
MOVING?
If your mailing address will change In the next 2 - 3 months,
or if the issue is addressed to your son or daughter who no
longer maintains a permanent address at your home, please
help us keep our mailing addresses up-to-date by:
1 PRINT your full name, class year and new address on
this form.
2 Attach the label from the back cover of this issue and mail
to the Alumni Office, La Salle University, Philadelphia,
PA 19141.
ATTACH LABEL HERE
Name
Class Year
Address
City State Zip Code
( )
Home Phone Number (include area code)
Employer
Title
Business Address
City State Zip Code
( )
Business Phone Nu mber (include area code)
chapter/dub notes
Greetingsfrom 20th and Olney!
Our alumni have been quite active, both locally and
far afield. On December 5, some INDIANA alumni
w ere joined by the players' parents to cheer on the
Women's Basketball team at a tourney hosted by
Indiana University in Bloomington.
BUCKS COUNTY alumni were treated to a special toLir
of La Salle's new Bucks County Center at a Christmas
reception held December 1 1 . Brother President
Joseph F. Burke, Ph.D., '68. pro\ided attendees with
an update on campus happenings and plans, and Bucks
C^ounty Center director Dr. Charles Diamond con-
ducted a briefing and tour of this dynamic new facility.
The Alumni Office hosted receptions in support of the
men's basketball team at the Syracuse University Carrier
Classic Tournament on December 12, and at Arizona
State University's Tribune Classic on December 27.
The 1998 slate of social happenings began with a hearty
I eception for the ATLANTA area alumni at Joe
DiPrimio's, '79. Spoils Bar and Grill on januan' 9.
( )iganized b\ Mike Heron, '66, Ginger Krawiec, '78,
and Barbara Spaulding, '76. the cro^d of revelers
were pixn ideel the opportunity to meet ^ith Brother
President Burke and new Athletic Director Dr. Tom
<ciiiili)iuc(l nil iK'xl paiic)
^ay^^^^ ^^nte^
^\ Pledges and Gifts
^^^^ as of 3/ 1 0/98
Groups Pledges Amount Gifts Amount
Alumni i,04l $1,394,066 3,823 $566,757
Other Orgs. 2 11,000 2 3,000
Parents 842 158.868 612 56,501
Matching
Gifts
134 16,448 134 16.448
Faculty/Staff 33 30,066 25 11,077
Friends 9 12.335 9 10,935
Corporations
Foundations
1 30,000 1 30,000
Total 6,062 $1,652,783 4.605 $694,718
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Brother PresidentJoseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D..
68, chats with CharlesJ. Quattrone, '72, executive
rice president of the Ahtmui Association, at the
first Alumni Christmas Reception at the
utuversity's new Buck's County Center in
\ewt()W)i. PA. on Dec. 11.
Brennan. Attendees included: Kerry McCormack, '92,
Bob Richardson, '72, Charlie Lunney, '79, Bob
O'Halloran, '68, Connie White, "76, Eric Stieritz, '95,
Marie-Claire Bellows, '97, Tom Sprague, '72, Fred
Fischer, "65, Judy and Bob Kern, '62, Bob Toltzis,'73,
John Janowski, "53, Susan Suchodolski, "92, Karen
McKinney Bernhardt, '90, and Joe Pinchick, '62
The Alumni Office and HEALTH PROFESSIONS Alumni
President Jim Murphy, D.M.D, '84, led a contingent of
his colleagues in cheering on the men's basketball team
against Big Five opponent Temple University from the
Super Box at the Spectrum on January 17. This "Docs in
a Box" gathering numbered almost 80 alumni and family,
and proved to be quite festive.
PITTSBURGH area alumni attended a pre-La Salle-
Duquesne basketball game reception hosted by the
-Alumni Office on Januan,- 31. Attendees included:
Darrell Smalley, '94, Dave Smalley, and their father,
Dick Galvin, '58, and v^ ife Philomena, Joan Foust,
Harry Kusick, '68, and father-in-lav, . Jake Morrison,
Tom Garvin, '62, and his brother Walt Garvin, Nick
Figurelli, Richard LeBrun, '70, and \\ ife, Joe
Colosimo, '72, Robert Kraemer, '57, Peter Marks,
'89, Steve Antonelli, Ann and Bill Sproule, '64, whose
high spirits could not be doused even by the fire alarm
and evacuation which took place as the reception ended!
Philadelphia area attendees included George Paull, '67,
Chuck Storm, '67, Jim McCoy, '67, Tern VC ing, Mike
Altomare, Mark, Bill, Lorraine and Kristin Kronstain.
The first preview of how exciting La Salle sporting events
will be in the new Hayman Center took place on Sun-
day, February' 1, when the women's basketball team
hosted Mrginia Tech, .Mmost 2,000 alumni, students.
chapterlclub notes
Louis M. Kaniecki. '49. proudly displays his
limited-edition 'La Salle" model Cadillac at last
year's "Explorer Day at the Bay. " at Sea Isle, NJ.
parents, friends and other fans joined in this landmark
occasion which was as well received as the sellout crowd at
the first men's basketball preview, also against Virginia Tech,
on January- 21. March events included the sixth annual
CHARTER DINNER, held at the Union League, which
celebrates the founding of La Salle College on March 20,
1863. This year's leadership award was presented to J.
Lawrence Wilson, chairman and CEO of the Rohm and
Haas Company. Also honored were Thomas N. Pappas,
'70, and Charles J. Reilly, '62, -^ho received the Alumni
Association s JOHN J. FINLEY MEMORIAL AWARDS in
recognition of outstanding seivice to the Alumni Association
for their work in founding the Charter Dinner event. March
also witnessed a great networking opporamits' on the
25th ^'hen .students and alumni attended the fifth annual
ECONOMICS, POUTICAL SCIENCE, AND CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SOCIAL
On April 3, Harry T. Chugani, M.D., '72, \\as the guest
lecturer and recipient of the Roland Holroyd Award at the
annual HOLRO"VT) LECTURE. Receixing the award post-
humously was DR. WARREN E. SMITH, for whom the
Alumni Association's African American Award is named.
REUNION '98 will be held Saturday, May 9. Highlighted
will be the five year reunion classes of 1948, '53, '58, '63,
'68, '73, '78, '83, '88 and '93. However, all are invited to
attend. If you ha\en't received your Reunion brochure,
call the Alumni Office at 215-951-1535 or toll free at
1-888-4-ALUM-LU,
Mark your calendars now for HOMECOMING '98, Saturday,
October 17 - the Explorers' football team will take on Bryant
College!
—^Bud Dotsey, '69
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An Invitation to the ALUMNI from the Classes of '48, '53, '58, '63, '68, '73, '78,
'83, '88, '93 and to all Alumni of La Salle University who would like to attend
REUNION '98 on SATURDAY, MAY 9th
EXPLORER SESSIONS
Informational sessions offered on a variety of topics includins "The Legacy
of La Salle," "The Christian Brothers Today and Toward the 21st Centur/,"
"A Guided Tour of Belfield," and "A Guided Tour of Hayman Center."
ALUMNI CONVOCATION
Brother President Joseph F. Burke, '68, will give special recognition to the
Golden Anniversary Class of '48 and the Silver Anniversary Class of '73.
Class Gift presentations will be made by all reunion classes.
REUNION LITURGY
A special Reunion Liturgy will be celebrated in the De La Salle Chapel
in College Hall by Rev. Francis X. Hudson, '83.
COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND DINNER
Following the Reunion Liturgy, all classes will
enjoy a Cocktail Reception, Class Dinners and
after-dinner socializing and dancing in the
newly renovated Hayman Center.
OTHER EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
Enjoy walking and shuttle-bus tours of the campus, shopping in the
Campus Store, use of the Wetzler Track, outdoor tennis courts, and the
Binns Physical Fitness Center on South Campus plus much more!
REUNION '98 BROCHURES HAVE BEEN MAILED TO THE CLASSES HIGHLIGHTED ABOVE. IF YOU
ARE NOT IN ONE OF THOSE CLASSES BUT WOULD LIKE TO AHEND, CALL THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR YOUR BROCHURE AND RESERVATION FORM! 21 5-951 -1 535 or 1 -888-4 ALUM LU.
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We make a living by
what we earn, but we
make a life by what
we do for others, g^ ^—Zachary Fisher ^w ^w
Do it no>v. It is not
safe to leave a
generous feeling to
the cooling influences
of the v^orld.
—Thomas Guthrie
Whatever your reason,
Please support La Sallel
aWhERE tNere
is chARiiy ancI
w/isdoivi, ihERE is
iNEirhER Fear nor
iqNORAINCE. tt
-St. FraiscIs of
Assisi
@^^«^'
^
La Salle University
Development Office
Philadelphia, PA 19141-1199
Phone: (215) 951-1539
Fax: (215) 951-1542
e-mail: development@lasalle.edu
^'
See that your days are full, as
Scripture says, by practicing
good works of the kind God AA
asks of you. y /
—St John Baptist De La Salle
LA SALLE Magazine
La Salle University
Philadelphia, PA 19141
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